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SAP Industry Value Stories

Professional Services and ERP
in the Experience Economy
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Key Business Drivers
in Professional Services

60%

of human tasks will be automated by 2025
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$300k

The amount by which revenue generated per
employee by digitally capable workforces exceeds
that of legacy businesses

36%

of the US workforce works in the gig economy

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
Outcome-Based Engagements
•• Move to outcome- or performance-based engagements
•• Adopt intelligent bid management
to increase predictability and
decrease risk

Knowledge as a Service
•• Create repeatable digital and
IP-based services
•• Adapt quote-to-cash process
infrastructure for new business
models

Talent Networks
•• Gain infinite capacity through
open talent economy
•• Leverage internal and
contingent workforce for
scheduling and staffing
engagements

“Digital transformation in the consumer space revolutionized expectations about what is possible in all
interactions between two entities.
Professional Services firms are just
beginning to apply these lessons
learned to their business, and the
most important thing is the way
they interact with their employees.”
Chad Huston, Research Manager, IDC
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Changing Business
Models Are
Transforming
Professional Services
Customers of professional services are looking for
new ways to interact with their professional services
providers. Specifically, they are looking for: more
flexibility including new digitally delivered services,
subscription and on-demand consumption models,
the utilization of global talent networks for the
right resources on each engagement, and ultimately,
payment based on outcomes instead of time and
materials.

Financial

Relational

Outcome-Centric

Client
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Technological

Professional
Services Firm

Transactional

From …

To …

Face-to-face

Digital

Local

Global

Employees

Employees, contingents, robots (total workforce)

Long-term lock-in

Short-term flexibility
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Traditional Processes
Are No Longer Good
Enough
Example: Engagement
to Cash
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Configure, price, quote

Service delivery

Challenges

Time-intensive manual
processes and multiple
quotes according to delivery
channel

Lack of single view across
engagement. Completely
separate handling of
solution components

Outcomes

Missed engagement
opportunities

No visibility into
impact or project
performance

Time and expense
recording

Revenue recognition

Billing and invoicing

Manual and/or difficult
integration with minimal
visibility

Differing revenue
recognition methods
available separately
and only through batch
processing

Several invoices for a
single engagement based
on differing delivery
channels

Challenges
understanding
costs and
retaining talent

Unknown
profitability

Frustrated
customer
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Enabling Better
Customer Experiences
in Professional Services
Example: Engagement
to Cash
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Key
capabilities
delivered

Manage proposals, bids,
and sales orders

Manage resources
and projects

Procure products
and services

Record time and
manage expenses

Billing and invoicing

Recording and reporting

•• Easy-to-use user experience with

•• Single view of all related services

•• Quickly identify and intelligently

•• Streamlined time recording

•• One invoice consolidating fixed-

•• Automated, intelligent, incoming

configuration intelligence for fast

•• Visibility into revenue and margin

and accurate quotes

performance

•• Digital services catalog

•• Intelligent resource management

•• Support for multiple engagement

•• Intelligent project forecasting

models in a single order

assign required resources
•• Automate sourcing and contract
management
•• Centralize purchasing across
engagements
•• Intelligent insights in real time
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Intelligent
technology
outcomes
SAP S/4HANA®
customers
achieve

and processing on any device,

price, subscription, and usage-

anywhere

based engagement models

•• Automated notifications

•• Intelligent billable items tracking

cash matching
•• Real-time and reconciliation-free
processes and reporting

•• Time and expense billing
limits aligned to contractual
agreements

Offerings, subscriptions, and usage-

Increased project management

Leverage economies of scale across

Granular end-to-end analytics

Automatic merging of different

Real-time postings to recognize

based engagement models provide

productivity reduces delivery cost,

projects and intelligent insights

provide detailed visibility into

billing types into a single invoice

revenue and support different

flexibility and higher margins

delays, and budget overruns

for cost savings and supply

contract performance

simplifies client and firm

revenue-recognition methods

resiliency

95%

faster quote-to-order
process

10%

increase in project
manager productivity

processes

2%

increase in utilization
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0.5%

increase in profitability

46%

fewer customer
complaints with realtime order, billing, and
invoicing

40%–50%
decrease in general
ledger and financial
closing costs

Follow us

www.sap.com/contactsap
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